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Mod Squad

A design-loving couple settles down
in a streamlined modernist gem
in Westport, Massachusetts

The walls are painted
Benjamin Moore’s Simply
White. The chandelier is
from Global Lighting.
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The landscape architecture
is by Reed Hilderbrand.
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Honor your view.

Guidelli and Schlesinger
had some very concrete ideas
when it came to plans for
the home’s interior, but they
entrusted the development of
the exterior to architect Will
Ruhl, who meticulously shaped
the elevations and arranged
the fenestration. “I wanted
to make sure you could see the
river from every room in the
house,” says Ruhl.
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t

he conventional wisdom is that when you want
something done right, you do it yourself. That’s
why, after many years of constructing homes
with his Boston-based company, Gilman
Guidelli & Bellow, Rick Guidelli took on his most
challenging project yet: erecting the modern masterpiece in Westport, Massachusetts, that he now shares
with his wife, Susan Schlesinger. “Contemporary
homes are particularly tough to build,” Guidelli
explains. “With the simplicity of their design, there’s
no molding, nowhere to hide or cover up mistakes.
Everything has to be precise.” So when he assembled
his team—architect Will Ruhl, interior designer
Diane Cramphin, and landscape architect Doug
Reed—he chose comrades whose painstaking
attention to detail rivaled his own. “It was a great
collaboration,” Ruhl says. “Rick would make these
enormous meals, and we’d sit on the deck overlooking
the river, chatting about the plans. As a result, the
house truly suits them.” Here’s how to ensure your
personality is reflected in your home design.
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Keep it simple.

Interior designer Diane
Cramphin outfitted the
home with sleek, minimalist
furnishings to complement the
streamlined architecture. The
screened-in porch off the
dining room (below) is perfect
for the owners, who love outdoor entertaining. Mahogany
floors and Spanish cedar walls
add warmth. ➸

The sofa is from
Kingsley-Bate, and
the rug is from
Dash & Albert.
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Get flexible with
finishes. Cramphin opted

for bleached walnut for the fireplace surround—a choice that had
Guidelli feeling a little wary at first.
“I wasn’t sure I would like it,” he says
with a laugh. “Now, though, I love
how it brings color to the space and
the way it pops subtly against the
pickled solid ash floors.”
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Repeat your favorite
materials. The kitchen cabi-

nets were fabricated from the same
bleached walnut used on the fireplace
surround, which was important for
creating a cohesive look in the open
living plan. “I cook a lot, and I really
enjoy being in this kitchen,” Guidelli
says. “I can socialize with guests and
look out at the water at the same time.”
The countertops are
Caesarstone. The
cabinets are by Olive
Square Kitchens.

The siding is from
Anderson & McQuaid
Co. The windows are
from Arcadia.
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The mantel is black
slate from Plymouth
Quarries. The flooring
is by Holt & Bugbee.
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Defy the elements.

“Contemporary living used
to be harder here because of the
climate,” says Guidelli. “It’s more
difficult to control temperature in a
house that’s built with a lot of glass,
but luckily, that’s no longer an issue.”
Thanks to new window technologies,
which minimize the transference of
temperatures between indoors and
out, the home is able to expend less
energy for heating and cooling. ➸
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The sofas are from
Alchemy Collections,
and the pillows are
by Judy Ross Textiles.
The custom coffee table
is by Cusack Design.
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Design for life.

The homeowners are
entertainers by nature, so their
primary concern was having
a living space that was flexible
enough to comfortably host
their friends. Guidelli installed
a 14-foot-long pocketing
glass door between the dining
area and screened-in porch
that is easily opened to make
room for guests during larger
gatherings. For more information, see Sources, page 121.

go mod in your
own home!

Download the free
Digimarc Discover app
and scan the bedroom
photo above with
your smartphone to
shop this home’s look,
or visit wayfair.com/
aprilhousetour

Building Blocks

Guidelli and Ruhl share their
top product picks for building
at the beach
Anodized aluminum doors: The anodized
finish on the home’s sliding glass doors
reinforces their aluminum construction and
provides protection from rust and corrosion
caused by water; arcadiainc.com.
Spanish cedar shingles: Spanish cedar is
known for its superior performance in rough
weather conditions like heavy rain and snow.
It also has great dimensional stability, which
means it doesn’t warp, shrink, or expand in
extreme temperatures; andersonmcquaid.com.
EPDM rubber: Specially formulated to withstand damage caused by heat, the ozone,
and harsh weather conditions, this material is
celebrated for its longevity, especially when
it’s used in the construction of roofs, as it was
here; Evermore Construction (617/721-6648).
Bleaching oil: Guidelli used bleaching oil
on the home’s facade to achieve an interesting
driftwood hue. When applied to unfinished
wood, the stain speeds up the natural weather
ing process to produce an aged finish in just a
few months’ time, which both looks great and
makes the wear and tear caused by life on the
water much less noticeable; cabotstain.com.

